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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we consider the following minimax fractional programming problem: 
v* = mAn max [f~(x)] 
xEs l<i_<p Lg,(x)] ' (P) 
where 
(A1) S = {x E Rn; hk(x) <_ 0, k = 1,2, . . .  ,m} is nonempty and compact; 
(A2) fi : X0 ~-* R, g~ : X0 ~ R, i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,p ,  and hk : Xo ~ R, k = 1,2 , . . . ,m are locally 
Lipschitz continuous and X0 is the open subset of Rn; 
(A3) gi(x) > O, i = 1,2 , . . . ,p ,  x E S; 
(A4) if gi is not affine, then f~(x) >_ 0 for all i and all x E S. 
Many papers have been devoted to the minimax fractional programming problem in recent 
decades; see for example [1-21]. In [7], Crouzeix et al. have shown that the minimax frac- 
tional program can be derived by solving the following minimax nonlinear (nondifferentiable) 
parametric program: 
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min max ( f i (x ) -  vg,(x)), (Pv) 
xES l<_i<_p 
where v • R+ _ [0, ~)  is a parameter. 
It is clear that (Pv) is equivalent to the following problem (EPv) for a given v: 
min q, 
subject o f~(x) - vg~(x) <_ q, i = 1, 2, . . .  ,p, (EPv) 
hk(x) <_ 0, k = 1,2,. . . ,m. 
In [3], Bector et al. employed the problem (EP,) to prove necessary and sufficient optimality 
conditions for problem (P) and establish various duality results for problem (EPv) involving dif- 
ferentiable generalized convex functions (or generalized invex functions). Liu [10-12] also adapted 
the same approach to obtain necessary and sufficient optimality conditions; and he derived uality 
theorems for generalized fractional programming problems involving either nonsmooth pseudoin- 
vex functions [10] or nonsmooth (F, p)-convex functions [11], and duality theorems for generalized 
fractional variational problems involving generalized (F, p)-convex functions [12]. 
However, all of the above results need constraint qualifications and a constraint qualification 
that is imposed on the constrains of (P) may not hold for (EPv) but hold for (Pv). Actually, 
Ben-Israel et al. [22] have given necessary and sufficient conditions for optimality for convex 
(scalar) programming problems without any condition of a constraint qualification. Recently, 
Lai et al. [1] used the optimality conditions of [22] and problem (P.) to establish necessary and 
sufficient optimality conditions for minimax (convex) fractional programming without constraint 
qualifications and they constructed one parametric and two parametric-free dual models. 
In this paper, we also want to use problem (P.) to establish both parametric and nonparameter 
necessary and sufficient optimality conditions of (P) involving nonsmooth (~, p, 0)-convex func- 
tions, and use these optimality conditions to consider three types dual model of [1] and establish 
some duality results for (P). We organize this paper as follows. Some definitions and notations 
are given in Section 2. In Section 3, we establish necessary and sufficient optimality conditions 
for (P) involving eneralized nonsmooth (~, p, Ü)-convex functions. Finally, duality theorems are 
presented in Sections 4-6. 
2. NOTATIONS AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Throughout this paper, let R n be the n-dimensional Euclidean space and R~ be its nonnegative 
orthant. Let X0 be an open subset of R n. 
DEFINITION 2.1. The function F : Xo ~ R is said to be Lipschitz on Xo ff there e~bsts c > 0 
such that for all y, x • Xo, 
Ir(y) - r(z) l  <cl ly  - xll, 
where II" II denotes any norm in R n. 
For each d in R n, F°(x; d) is the generalized irectional derivative of Clarke [23] defined by 
[F(y + td) - F(y)] 
F°(x; d) = limsup 
y--*x t 
tl0 
It then follows that 
r°(x;d) = ma, x ( ~T d l ~ • 0F(x) ) ,  
where OF(.)denotes the Clarke's generalized gradient [23]. 
for any x and d, 
It is well known that the problem (P) is equivalent (see [6,7]) to the following nonfractional 
parametric problem: 
(ev) min max ( f~(x) -  vg~(x)), 
xES l<i<p 
where v E R+ _= [0, c~) is a parameter. We need the following lemmas. 
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LEMMA 2.1. (See [18, Lemma 3.I].) Let v* be the optimal value of (P), and let V(v) be the 
optima/value of (Pc) for any fixed v 6 R+ such that (Pv) has an optimal solution. Then x* is 
an optimal solution of (P) ff and only ff x* is an optimal solution of (P~.) with optimal value 
V(v*) = o. 
LEMMA 2.2. (See [23, Proposition 2.3.12].) Let f l ,  . . . , fp be Lipschitz functions at x* and ai E R 
t'or all i = 1,. . .  ,p. Then 
(I) n x* 0(y~= 1o~,f,)( ) C EP.~.I ~i0fi(x*), 
(2) 0[maxl<i<nf~](x*) C U{~te L atOfl(x*); at >_ O, ~-:~leLat = 1} where L is the set of 
indices l for which 
ft (x*) = max f, (x*) . 
LEMMA 2.3. (See [18, Lemma 3.2].) For each x E S, one has 
= max ~ , 
l<i<p kgi(X) ) flEU \ i~l ~igi(~) 
where U {~ e R p [ P --~ E i : I  ~i ----- 1}. + 
For convenience, we give the scalar minimization problem as follows: 
minimize N(x), (SP) 
subject o hk(x) <_ O, k = 1,2 , . . . ,m,  
where N, hk : X0 ~-~ R, k = 1, 2 , . . . ,  m, are Lipschitz on X0. We need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.4. (See [24, Theorem 6].) I f  x* e Xo is a local minimmm for (SP) and a constraint 
qualification [24] is satisfied, then there exist z* = (z~,. . . ,  z~n ) e R~ such that 
m 
o e ON (x*) + z Ohk 
k=l  
z~hk (x*) = O, for all k = 1, 2, . . . ,  m. 
For simplicity, throughout the paper we denote 
U= ~ER~.  ~ i= l  , 
i=l 
f (x)  = (A(x), . . . ,  h (z ) ) ,  
G(x) = (gl(x),. . .  ,gn(x)), and 
H(x) = (hi (x) , . . . ,  hm(x)). 
For z e R m, zT H(x *) = ~k'n__l zkhk(x*), and O(zT H)(x *) = ~-:~=1 zkOh~(x*). 
We shall use Lemmas 2.1-2.4 to establish the following necessary and sufficient optimality 
conditions for (P). 
THEOREM 2.1. NECESSARY OPTIMALITY CONDITIONS. Let x* 6 S. Hx* is an optimal solution 
of (P) that the constraint of (P) satisfy Slater's constraint qualification [24]. Then there exist 
v* = ¢(x*) E R+, y* ~ U, z* ~ RT such that 
y*T F (x*) - v* y*T G (x*) = 0, (2.2) 
z*rg (x')  = 0. (2.3) 
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PROOF. If x* is an optimal solution of (P), by Lemma 2.1, it is an optimal solution of (Pv-) with 
optimal value v* = maxl<i<p[f~(x*)/gdx*)] - ¢(x*). Thus, by Lemma 2.4, there exist z* E R~, 
such that 
OEO(m'a~x~ ( f i -v*g ' ) ) (x* )+O(z*TH)  
and 
z*TH(x *) = O. 
It follows from Lemma 2.2 that there exist at >_ O, l E L, ElEL a l  ---- 1, such that 
OE Ea , (O]~(x ' )+v 'O( -g t (x* ) ) )+O(z*TH) (x* ) .  
IEL 
It is obvious that v* = maxl<_i<_p[fi(x*)/gi(x*)] if and only if maxl<i_<p[fi(x*) - v*gi(x*)] = O. 
Thus, if we set y~ = ai for i E L, as well as, y~ = 0 for i E (1 ,2 , . . . ,p}  \L ,  the expressions 
(2.1)-(2.3) hold. | 
In order to construct parameter-free duality models for problem (P), we replaced the pa- 
rameter v* by y*TF(x*)/y*TG(x*), and derived another parameter-free v rsions for necessary 
conditions as follows. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let x* E S. H x* is an optimal solution o f (P )  and the constraint o f (P )  satisfy 
S1ater's constraint qualification [24], then there exist y* E U and z* E R~ such that 
z 'TH (x*) = 0, (2.5) 
and obtain the optimal value by 
¢(x')  = y'TF(x*) max [f~(x')~ 
y*~a (~*) = ~s,_<, \~]"  (2.6) 
In order to relax the convexity assumption i  sufficient optimality conditions for (P), we impose 
the following nonsmooth (9, p, 0)-convex functions. 
DEFINITION 2.2. A functional ~ : X x X x R n H R (where X C_ R n) is sublinear if for any 
X, X 0 E X,  
9 (x ,~° ; . l+  .2) <_ ~ (~,x°;. ,)  + ~ (.,~°;a2), for any . l , .2  e R" (2.7) 
and 
~(x ,x° ;aa)<a~(x ,x° ;a ) ,  fo ranya~,  a>0,  and .~R" .  (2.s) 
From (2.7) and (2.8), it follows ~(x,x°; 0) = 0. 
In the above definition, it is obvious that sublinearity is with respect o the third variable. Let 
us consider a sublinear functional ~ and the function F : X ~-* R (where X _C Rn). We suppose 
F is Lipschitz on X. Let p E R and 6 : R n x R n ~-. R+ be such that ~(xl,x2) ~ 0 for xl ~ x2 
in R n. 
DEFINITION 2.3. 
(a) The function F is said to be (~,p,8)-convcx at x ° if for all x E X,  we have 
r( .)  - r (~ °) _> ~ (~,~°;0 + ~ (~,~°) , for eve~ ~ e or (~°). 
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This [unction r is said to be strongly 91-convex, 91-convex, or weakly 91-convex at x °, 
according as p > O, p = O, or p < O. 
(b) The function r is said to be (91, p, 8)-quasiconvex at x ° if for all x • X such that r(x) <_ 
r(x°), we have 
91(x, xo; ) [orevery • 
We say that F is strongly 91-quasiconvex, 91-quasiconvex, or weakly 91-quasiconvex at x °, 
according as p > O, p = O, or p < O. 
(c) The [unction F is said to be Ponstein [25] (91,p,O)-quasiconvex at x ° if?or a//x • X such 
that F(x) < F(x°), we have 
91( ,xo;e) < [or everye • 
This [unction F is said to be Ponstein strongly 91-quasiconvex, Ponstein 91-quasiconvex, 
or weakly Ponstein 91-quasiconvex atx °, according as p > O, p = O, or p < O. 
(d) The function F is said to be (91,p,O)-pseudoconvex at x ° if for all x • X such that 
91(x, x°; ~) _> -pO(x, x °) for every ~ • 0F(x°), it resu/ts F(x) _> F(x°). 
We say that F is strongly 91-pseudoconvex, 91-pseudoconvex, or weakly 91-pseudoconvex 
at x °, according as p > O, p = O, or p < O. 
(e) The [unction F is said to be strictly (91, p, O)-pseudoconvex at x ° if for all x • X,  x ~ x ° 
such that 91(x, x°; ~) >_ -pO(x, x °) for every ~ • OF(x°), it results F(x) > F(x°). 
3. SUFF IC IENT OPT IMAL ITY  CONDIT IONS 
In this section, we derive some sufficient optimality conditions for (P) involving generalized 
nonsmooth (91, p, 6)-convex functions as follows. 
THEOREM 3.1. SUFFICIENT OPTIMALITY CONDITIONS. Let x* • S, and assume that there 
exist y* • U and z* • ]{m such that the conditions (2.4)-(2.6) hold. Let +~ 
/ [any 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
(f) 
PROOF. Suppose contrary that x* 
feasible solution xl • S such that 
From (2.6) and Lemma 2.3, we have 
A(x) = y*T G (x*) y*T F(x) -- y*T F (x*) y*T G(x), 
B(x) = z*TH(x),  and C(x) = A(x) + y*TG (x*) B(x). 
one of the fol10wing conditions holds, then x* is an optimal solution of (P). 
y. T F is (91, Pl , 0) -convex at x* , -y* T G is (91, P2, 8) -convex at x* , z* T H is (91, I)3, #)-convex 
at x*, and y*T G(x*)pl + y*T F(x*)p2 + y*T O(x*)p3 >_ O. 
A is (91, Pl, O)-pseudoconvex at x*, B is (9I, P2, O)-quasiconvex at x*, and pl + 
y*T G(x*)p2 >_ O. 
A is (91,pt,8)-quasiconvex at x*, B is strictly (91,D2,#)-pseudoconvex at *, and pl + 
y*TG(x*)p2 > O. 
A is Pop_stein (9;,pt,8)-quasiconvex at x*, B is (91,p2,~)-quasiconvex at x*, and Pt + 
y*TG(x*)p2 > O. 
C is (91, p, O)-pseudoconvex at x* and p > O. 
C is Ponstein (91, p, #)-quasiconvex at x* and p > O. 
were not an optimal solution of (P). Then there exists a 
•(X*) > ~b(Xl). 
y*TF(x*)  (~TF(x l )~ y*TF(x l )  
max > . y*TG(x*) flEU k ~ ]  -- Y*TG(xl) 
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It follows that 
A (Xl) = y*TG (x*) y*XF (Xl) -- y*TF (x*) y*TG (Xl) < 0 = A (x*). (3.1) 
Thus, we have 
y,TG (x ' ) [y ,TF (Xl) -  y,mF(X,)] -- y ,SF (X*)[y, SG (Xl) -  y, TG (X*)] < 0. (3.2) 
Using both the feasibility xl for (P) and the equality (2.5), we have 
B (Xl) _< 0 = B (x*). (3.3) 
Consequently, expressions (3.1) and (3.3) yield 
C(Xl) < C(x*). (3.4) 
By (2.4), there exist ~ E O(y*TF)(x*), ( E O(z*TH)(x*), and/~ E O(-y*ZG)(x*), such that 
y*TG (x*) (~ + ~) + y*ZF (x*) # = O. 
From here it results that 
(Xl,X* ; y *T G (x*) (~ + () + y.Xf  (x*)#) = 0. (3.5) 9 
If Hypothesis (a) holds, the following inequalities are valid: 
y*TF (Xl) - y*TF (z*) >_ 9 (xl, x*; ~) + plO (xi, x*), (3.6) 
- [y'sa(x,) - y*sa(x*)] _> (3.7) 
z*TH (xz) -- z*TH (x*) >_ 9 (xl, x*; ¢) + p30 (xl, x*). (3.8) 
Now, multiplying (3.6) by y*TG(x*), (3.7) by y*TF(x*), and (3.8) by y*TG(x*), and adding the 
resulting inequalities and with the nonnegativity of y*TG(x*) and y*TF(x*), and (3.5), (3.2), 
(3.3), and the sublinearity of 9, we have 
0> (y*SV(x*lPl +y*TF(x*lp2+y*TG(x*lP3) O(Xl,X'), 
which is a contradiction to the fact that 
y*TG(x*)pl + y*T F(x*)p2 + y*TG(x*)pa > O. 
If Hypothesis (b) holds, using the (9, Pl, 0)-pseudoconvexity of A at x* and the inequality (3.1), 
we have 
9(Xl,X*;y'Ta(x')~ +y*TF(x*)#) <--p10(xl,x*). (3.9) 
Using the (9, P2, 0)-quasiconvexity of B at x*, we get from (3.3) 
9 (Xl, x*; ¢) < -;)20 (Zl, x*). (3.10) 
From (3.9), (3.10), (3.5), and the nonnegativity ofy*TG(x*), and the sublinearity of 9, we have 
(p, +  .Tc 0 < O, 
which is a contradiction to the fact that 
Pl + y*T G (x*) p2 >_ O. 
The proof of the theorem under the Hypotheses (c) and (d) can be carried out along with the 
same lines of (b). If Hypothesis (e) holds, using the (9, p, 0)-pseudoconvexity of C at x* and the 
inequality (3.4), we have 
(xl, x*; y*mG (x*) (~ + () + y*TF (x*) #) < --p8 (Xl, x*). (3.11) 9 
Consequently, inequalities (3.11) and (3.5) yield 
pO(xl,x*) < O, 
which is a contradiction to the fact that p _> 0. Hypothesis (f) follows along with the same lines 
as (e). Hence, the proof is complete. | 
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4. THE F IRST DUAL MODEL- -WOLFE TYPE  DUAL 
Utilizing Theorem 2.2, in Sections 4 and 5 we shall introduce two parametric-free dual models 
and prove appropriate duality theorems. Indeed, we shall demonstrate hat the following is a 
dual problem for (P): 
maximize (yT F(u) + zT H(u)) 
yT~(u) 
subject o 0 e yTG(u) (O (yTf) (u) 4- 0 (zTH) (u)) (DI) 
- (yTF(u) 4- zTH(u)) O (yTa) (u), (4.1) 
yeU,  zeR'~. (4.2) 
We denote by K1 the set of all feasible solutions (u, y, z) • X0 x U x N~ of problem (DI). We 
assume throughout this section that yT F(u) 4- zT H(u) >_ 0 and yT G(u) > O. 
THEOREM 4.1. WEAK DUALITY. Let x e S and (u, y, z) e K1 and assume that 
D(') ---- yTG('U) [yTF(.) 4- zTH(.)] -- yTa( . )  [yTF(u) 4- zTH('u)] . 
If any one of the following conditions holds: 
(a) yT F is (~,pl,8)-convex, --yTG is (£~,p2,8)-convex, 
yX G(u)pl + [yT F(u) + zT H(u)]p2 + yX G(u)p3 >_ O; 
(b) D is (~, p, 8)-pseudoconvex and p >_ O; 
(c) D iS Ponstein (~, p, 8)-quasiconvex and p > O; 
then 
¢(x) > (yTF(u) 4- zTH(u)) 
- y-rG(u) 
PROOF. Suppose 
(yTF(u) 4- zTH(u)) 
¢(x) < yTG(u) 
Then, by Lemma 2.3 and y e U, we have 
yTF(x____~) < (yTF(u) + z T H(u)) 
yTG(x) yTG(u) 
It follows that 
zTH iS (£i, pa,8)-convex, and 
yTG(tt)yTF(x) -- yTG(x) [yTF(u) 4- zTH(tt)] < O. 
Thus, we have 
[yTF(x )  -- yT F('t/,)] yTG(tt,) -- [yTF(t/,) 4-zTH(~)] [yTa(x) - -yTG(u)]  -- zTH(u)yTG( t t )  
= ~/T~(u)yTF(x) -- y t~(x)  [~TF(u) 4- zTH(~/,)] < 0, 
and another inequality 
(4.3) 
yT G(u) [yT F(x) 4- zT H(x)] -- yTG(x) [yT F(u) 4- zTH(u)]  < yT G(u)zT H(x). 
Using the fact yTG(u) > 0, zTH(x) < 0, and the latest inequality, we have 
D(x) < 0 = D(u). 
By (4.1), there exist ~ e O(yT F)(u), ~ e O(zr H)(u), and # E O(--yTG)(u), such that 
(4.4) 
yT G(u)(~ + ~) + [yT F(u) 4- zT H(u)] lz = O. 
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From here it results that 
(x,u;yTC(u)(~ +~) + [yTF(u) + zTH(u)] #) = O. (4.5) 
If Hypothesis (a) holds, the following inequalities are valid: 
yT F(x) - yT F(u) >_ ~(x, u; ~) + plS(X, u), 
- [yTc(=) - y~c(u) ]  > ~(=, u; ~) + p~e(=, u), 
-zT H(u) >_ --zT H(z) + ~(*, u; ¢) + p30(*, u) 
>_ ~(=, u; ¢) + p3O(=, u) 
(by (4.2) and the feasibility x for (P)). 
(4.6) 
(4.7) 
(4.8) 
Now, multiplying (4.6) by yTG(u), (4.7) by yTF(u) + zTH(u), and (4.8) by yTG(u), and adding 
the resulting inequalities and with the nonnegativity of yTG(u) and yTF(u)+ zTH(u), and (4.3), 
(4.5), and the sublinearity of 3, we have 
0 > [yTG(u)pl + [yTF(u) + zTH(u)] P2 + yTG(u)pa] 8(x, u), 
which is a contradiction to the fact that 
yT G(u)pl + [yT F(u) + zT H(u)] P2 + YT G(u)p3 >_ O. 
If Hypothesis (b) holds, using the (3, p, 8)-pseudoconvexity of D and the inequality (4.4), we 
have 
(x, u; yT G(u)(~ + ~) + [yX F(u) + zT H(u)] #) < --p~(x, u). (4.9) 
Consequently, inequalities (4.5) and (4.9) yield 
pe(x,u) < O, 
which is a contradiction to the fact that p _> O. Hypothesis (c) follows along with the same lines 
as (b). Hence, the proof is complete. | 
THEOREM 4.2. STRONG DUALITY. //X* is an optimal solution of(P) and the constraints of(P) 
satisfy Slater's constraint qualification [24], then there exist y* 6 U and z* 6 R~, such that 
(x*,y*, z*) is a feasible solution of (DI). Furthermore, if the conditions of Theorem 4.1 hold for 
all feasible solutions of (DI), then (x*, y*, z* ) is an optimal solution of (DI) and the optimal values 
of (P) and (DI) are equal; that is, min(P) = max(DI). 
PROOF. By Theorem 2.2, there exist y* E U and z* E R m such that (x*, y*, z*) is a feasible +, 
solution of (DI). Furthermore, 
(y*XF (x*) + z*TH (x*)) _ y.X F (X*) 
y*Ta (=*) - y*Ta (=*) = ¢ (=*). 
Thus, optimality of (x*, y*, z*) for (DI) follows from Theorem 4.1. | 
THEOREM 4.3. STRICT CONVERSE DUALITY. Let Xl and (x*, Yo, zo) be optimal solutions of(P) 
and (DI), respectively, and assume that the assumptions ofTheorem 4.2 are fulfilled. If 
D(.) = yTo G (x*) [y~F(.) + z~H(.)] - yT G(.) [y~ F (x*) + z~ H (x*)] 
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is a strictly (9,p,8)-pseudoconvex and p > O, then Xl = x*; that is, x* is an optimal solution 
of (P) with the same optimM va/ues ¢(xl) = (yTo f(x*) + z~ g(x*))/yTo G(x*). 
PROOF. Suppose, on the contrary, that Xl # x*. From Theorem 4.2, we know that there exist 
yl • U and Zl • R T, such that (Xl,yl,Zl) is an optimal solution of (DI) and 
¢(xl) = (yT1F (x,) + zI1 g (Xl)) 
  G(zl) 
Now proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 4.1 (replacing x by xl and (u, y, z) by (x*, Y0, z0)), 
we arrive at the following strict inequality: 
¢(=1) > 
(y~ F (x*) + z~ H (x*)) 
This contradicts he fact that 
¢(xl) = (yI1F (xl) + zTI H (xl)) (y~F (x*) + z~H (x*)) 
vTo G(= *) 
Therefore, we conclude that 
xl = x* and ¢(xl) = (y J f  (x*) + z0TH (x*)) 
v0TG (=.) t 
5. SECOND DUAL MODEL- -MOND-WEIR  TYPE  DUAL 
We shall continue our discussion of para~neter-free duality model for (P) in this section by 
showing that the following problem (DII) is also dual problem for (P): 
maximize 
subject o 
yTF(u) 
yTG(u) 
0 • yTG(u) (0 (yTf)  (U) % 0 (zTH) (U)) -- yTf(u)O (yTG) (U), (5.1) 
zT H(u) >_ O, (5.2) 
y • u, z e (5.3) 
(DII) 
We denote by Ks the set of all feasible solutions (u, y, z) E X0 x U x R~ of problem (DII). 
Throughout this section, we assume that yTF(u) > 0 and yTG(u) > 0. Then, we can prove the 
following weak duality, strong duality, and strict converse duality theorems. 
THEOREM 5.1. WEAK DUALITY. Let x 6 S and (u, y, z) 6 Ks and let 
E(.) = yT G(u)yT F(.) -- yT F(u)yT G(.), 
I(.) = zTH(.), and 
J(.) = E(.) + yTG(u)I(.). 
If any one of the following conditions holds: 
(a) yTF is (9,p1,0)-convex, --yTG is (9,ps,O)-convex, zTH is (9,ps,O)-convex, and 
yT G(u)pl + yV F(u)p2 + yT G(u)p3 >_ O, 
(b) E is (9, Pl, 8)-pseudoconvex, I is (9, ps, 8)- quasiconvex, and Pl + yT G(u)Ps > 0; 
(c) E is (9, Pl , 8)-quasiconvex, I is strictly (9, Ps, 8)-pseudoconvex, and Pl + yT G(u)Ps >-- 0, 
(d) E is Ponstein (9, Pl, 8)-quasiconvex, I is (9, Ps, O)-quasiconvex, and Pl + yT G(u)Ps > 0; 
(e) J is (9, p, 8)-pseudoconvex and p >_ O; 
(f) J is Pop_stein (9, p, O)-quasiconvex and p > O; 
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yXF(u) 
¢(~) > yTa(u). 
PaOOF. By (5.1), there exist ~ e O(yXF)(u), ~ E O(zTH)(u), and # E O(-y-rG)(u), such that 
yT G(u)(~ + ¢) + yX F(u)# = O. 
From here it results that 
9 (x,u;yTG(u)(( + () + yTF(u)#) = O. 
We suppose that 
¢(~) < - -  
Then, by Lemma 2.3 and y e U, we have 
It follows that 
Thus, we have 
yTF(u) 
yTG(u)" 
yTF(x) yXF(u) 
yXG(x) yTG(u)" 
E(x) = yT G(u)yT F(x) -- yT G(x)yT F(u) < 0 = E(u). 
(5.4) 
(5.5) 
yTa(u)  [yTF(x) - yTF(u)] - yTF( . )  [yTa(x) - yTa( . ) ]  < 0. (5.6) 
Using both the feasibility x for (P) and the inequality (5.2), we have 
I(x) < 0 <_ I(u). (5.7) 
Consequently, the inequalities (5.5) and (5.7) yield 
g(x) < g(u). (5.8) 
If Hypothesis (a) holds, the following inequalities are valid: 
yTF(~) - yTF(~) > 9(~, ~; ~) + pie(x, u), (5.9) 
- [yTa(~) - y+a(u)]  > 9(x, ~; ~) + p20(~, ~), (5.10) 
zT H(x) -- zX H(u) >_ 9(x, u; ¢) + paO(x,u). (5.11) 
Now, multiplying (5.9) by yTG(u), (5.10) by yTF(u), and (5.11) by yTG(u), and adding the 
resulting inequalities and with the nonnegativity of yXG(u) and yTF(u), and (5.4), (5.6), (5.7), 
and the sublinearity of 9, we have 
0 > (yTG(u)pl -{- yTf(l$)p2 -~- yTG(u)p3) 0(x, u), 
which is a contradiction to the fact that 
yT G(u)pl + yT F(u)p2 + yT G(u)p3 >_ O. 
If Hypothesis (b) holds, using the (9, Pl, 0)-pseudoconvexity of E and the inequality (5.5), we 
have 
9 (x, u; yTG(u)~ + yTF(u)~) < --p~a(x, u). (5.12) 
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Using the (3, p2, 9)-quasiconvexity of I, we get from (5.7) 
u; ¢) < -p2e(2,  u). (5.13) 
From (5.12), (5.13), (5.4), and the nonnegativity of yTG(u), and the sublinearity of 3, we have 
(,,01 -[- yTG(?/,)p2) O(X, U) < 0, 
which is a contradiction to the fact that 
Pl + yT G(u)p2 >- O. 
The proof of the theorem under the Hypotheses (c) and (d) can be carried out along with the 
same lines of (b). If Hypothesis (e) holds, using the (3, p, O)-pseudoconvexity of J and the 
inequality (5.8), we have 
(2, U; yTG(u)(,~ q-- (~) q'- yTF(u)#) < --p~(X, U). (5.14) 
Consequently, inequalities (5.14) and (5.4) yield 
pO(x, u) < O, 
which is a contradiction to the fact that p > 0. Hypothesis (f) follows along with the same lines 
as (e). Hence, the proof is complete. | 
THEOREM 5.2. STRONG DUALITY. //2* is aJ1 optimal solution of (P) and the constraints o[ (P) 
satisfy Slater's constraint qualification [24], then there exist y* E U and z* E R~, such that 
(x*, y*, z*) is a feasible solution of (DII). Furthermore, ff the conditions of Theorem 5.1 hold [or 
all feasible solutions of (DII), then (x*,y*,z*) is an optimal solution o[ (DII) and the optimal 
values of (P) and (DII) are equal; that is, min (P) = max (DII). 
PROOF. By Theorem 2.2, there exist y* E U and z* E R~ such that (x*, y*, z*) is a feasible solu- 
tion of (DII). Since (P) and (DII) have the same objective function, the optimality of (x*, y*, z*) 
for (DII) follows from Theorem 5.1. | 
THEOREM 5.3. STRICT CONVERSE DUALITY. Let xl and (x*, Yo, zo) be optimal solutions of (P) 
and (DII), respectively, and assume that the assumptions of Theorem 5.2 are fulfilled. H E(.) = 
yoX G(x*)yoX F(.) - yo T F(x*)yoT G(.) is a strictly (3, Pl, O)-pseudoconvex and I(.) = z0WH(.) is 
a (~,p2,8)-quasiconvex, and Pl q- P2 >_ O, then xl = x*; that is, x* is an optimal solution of(P) 
with the same optimal values ¢(xl) = yX F(x*)/y~ G(x*). 
PROOF. Suppose on the contrary we assume that xl ¢ x*. From Theorem 5.2, we know that 
there exist Yl E U and zl E R~, such that (xl, Yl, Zl) is an optimal solution of (DII) with optimal 
value 
y~F(xl)  
~b(Xl)----- yT1G (Xl ). 
Now proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 5.1 (replacing x by Xl and (u, y, z) by (x*, Y0, z0)), 
we arrive at the following strict inequality: 
yTf  (x*) 
•(Xl) > yTo a(2* )' 
which contradicts the fact of 
Therefore, we conclude that 
¢(2, )  = - -  
(zl) _ (x*) 
y :a (21)  
21 -~- 2" and 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
•(21) : 
(2") 
| 
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6. THE THIRD DUAL MODEL 
Making use of Theorem 2.1, in this section we can formulate the following parametric dual 
problem: 
maximize 
subject o 
v 
0 E 0 (yTF) (u) - vO (yTG) (u) + 0 (z TH) (u), (6.1) 
yT F(u) -- vyT G(u) > O, (6.2) 
zT H(u) >_ O, (6.3) 
yEU,  vER+,  zERO.  (6.4) 
(DIII) 
We denote by K3 the set of all feasible solutions (u, y, z, v) E X0 x U x R~ x R+ of problem (DIII). 
Then by the similar proof as Theorems 5.1-5.3, we can obtain the following Theorems 6.1-6.3 
relating (P) and (DIII). 
THEOREM 6.1. WEAK DUALITY. Let x E S and (u,y,z,v) E K3, and let 
L(.) = yTF(.) - vyTG(.), 
I(.) = zTH(.), and 
M(.) = L(.) + I(.). 
If any one of the following conditions holds: 
(a) yT F is (~,pl,B)-convex, --yTG is (~,p2,~)-convex, zT H is (9;,pa,9)-convex, and Pl q- 
vp2 +/)3 ~-- O; 
(b) L is (~,pl,O)-pseudoconvex, I is (~,p2,8)-quasiconvex, and Pl + p2 _> 0; 
(c) L is (~, pl, 9)-quasiconvex, I is strictly (~, p2, 8)-pseudoconvex, and Pl + P2 >_ O; 
(d) E is Ponstein (~, Pl, 8)-quasiconvex, I is (~, P2, 8)-quasiconvex, and Pl + P2 > O; 
(e) M is (~, p, 8)-pseudoconvex and p _ 0; 
(f) M is Ponstein (~, p, O)-quasiconvex and p > 0; 
then 
¢(=) > v. 
THEOREM 6.2. STRONG DUALITY. If X* iS an optimal solution of (P) and the constraints of (P) 
satisfy Slater's constraint qualification [24], then there exist y* E U, z* E R~ and v* E R+,  such 
that (x*, y*, z*, v*) is a feasible solution of (Dill). Furthermore, if the conditions of Theorem 6.1 
hold for all feasible solutions of (Dill), then (x*,y*, z*, v*) is an optimal solution of (DIII) and 
the optimal values of (P) and (DIII) are equal; that is, min (P) = max (DIII). 
THEOREM 6.3. STRICT CONVERSE DUALITY. Let Xl and (x*, Yo, Zo, Vo) be optimal solutions 
of (P) and (Dill), respectively, and assume that the assumptions of Theorem 6.2 are fulfilled. 
If yoT F(.) -voYoTG(.) is a strictly (gi, pl,8)-pseudoconvex and I(.) = zoTH(.) is a (~,p2,8)- 
quasiconvex, and Pl + P2 >_ O, then Xl = x*; that is, x* is an optimal solution of (P) with the 
same optimal values ¢(Xl) = vo. 
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